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Hi.  I’m Midge Coates, the Digital Projects Librarian at Auburn University Libraries.But today, I’m here to talk about a state-wide project, AlabamaMosaic, which celebrates its 10th anniversary this year.[click]



What Is AlabamaMosaic?

• Digital materials on Alabama’s history, 
culture, places, and people

• Distributed digital collection 
sponsored by Network of Alabama 
Academic Libraries

• Partnership between Alabama 
libraries, archives, and museums

• Resource for Alabama educators
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[click] So, just in case there’s anyone here who doesn’t know the answer, we’ll start with the obvious question.[click] AlabamaMosaic presents digitized resources about the State of Alabama – past and present, possibly future.[click] In AlabamaMosaic, we pull together digital collections from all over the state, and we make them accessible from one site.[click] Academic libraries, public libraries, the state archives, and museums all have Alabama-related materials they want to make available.[click] Although we make these materials available to everyone, we especially consider it to be a resource that educators can use.



What Does “Distributed” Mean?
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AlabamaMosaic is what we call a distributed digital collection. “Distributed” means that we don’t gather our collection items together in one place, on one server. Instead, the digital documents stay in their original locations, in their native collections. So AlabamaMosaic isn’t so much as a “collection”, per se, as it is an index of a lot of different collections. [click]
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AlabamaMosaic is also geographically “distributed”, as well. Our contributing institutions are located all around the state. I hope to be adding a few more stars to this picture soon. Justin says that University of West Alabama and Faulkner University are preparing collections, and Alabama State University is in the planning stages.And although it is a project of an academic library consortium, our contributors include public libraries, museums, and the state archives.[click]



Some History
• 2001-2004: Cornerstone Project - planning
• 2004-2007: ENCompass used for content 

management + indexing
• 2007-2012: CONTENTdm used for content 

management + MultiSite Server used for 
indexing; shared server for small collections

• 2012-present: CONTENTdm + Acumen + 
DSpace used for content management + 
VuFind used for indexing

• 2013: shared server collections move to 
ADAH
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[click] Now, I wasn’t here for the first part of this history, but you have just heard/will be hearing from Justin about that part. But I’ll briefly recap.[click] The first step in creating AlabamaMosaic was the Cornerstone Project, which was funded by an IMLS grant. That was the planning stage.[click] When we moved away from the planning stage to the project stage, we started out using the ENCompass software. [click] In 2006-2007, we transitioned from ENCompass to two OCLC products: CONTENTdm for collections management and MultiSite Server for indexing. This worked pretty well for a while, but some issues developed with time. Some of our partners began moving away from CONTENTdm into other content management systems, and MultiSite Server only worked with CONTENTdm. Visits to the Web site were decreasing, and visitors weren’t staying very long. A 2009 user survey said that patrons wanted a better search interface, but OCLC wasn’t making any improvements to MultiSite Server.In fact, there were rumors that OCLC was going to discontinue supporting it altogether.[click] So, in 2011, we began transitioning from MultiSite Server to the VuFind discovery layer software as our indexing software. We went public with the VuFind index in November 2012.VuFind allows us to index items from different content management systems; right now, we have collections in CONTENTdm, Acumen, and Dspace.  Our user numbers started going up, and we attribute that to the better search interface.Plus, a month after we launched the VuFind index, OCLC announced that MultiSite Server was being discontinued. We were pleased that we’d been able to already have something better in place.[click] Right around the same time that we launched the VuFind index, we began making another change. Our smaller collection partners had been hosting their collections on a server funded by NAAL with a limited CONTENTdm license, and we were rapidly approaching the license limit. The Alabama Department of Archives and History stepped in and offered to move those collections to its own server and its unlimited CONTENTdm license. That move was completed last summer, and we are once again adding new collection partners. If you’re interested in adding your own collections, please see Justin after we’re done here.[click]



Why Should We Participate?
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We’re always looking to add new partners to the project.But what’s in it for you? How will your organization benefit? How will your patrons benefit? 



One-Stop Shopping for Our Patrons
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When your patrons search AlabamaMosaic, they don’t have to go to each individual collection and look for materials. They *can* do that, of course, if they want to, but searching AlabamaMosaic means they don’t have to, they can search many collections all at once.



Help from Our Partners
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Members of AlabamaMosaic help each other out. Creating digital collections takes technical expertise, and we share our knowledge with each other.



Increased Traffic to Our Repository
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The AlabamaMosaic Web site points patrons to digital collection items at the individual organization’s Web sites. From there, they can explore your other offerings. If they can find your materials on the Web, they can find you.



Some Numbers

• 227 distinct collections
• 22 contributing institutions
• 146,667 digital objects
• Usage for 2103-04-01 – 2014-03-31

– 18,407 visits, 75,741 page views
– 56% visits from Alabama
– 6.6% of visitors to AUL digital collections 

came from AlabamaMosaic
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Let’s look at some numbers:We’ve grown considerably. I don’t know what the numbers were in 2004, but I did find some numbers for 2008. In 2008, AlabamaMosaic had 22 collections. We now have [click] 227 collections.In 2008, we had 11 partners, and we now have [click] 22 partners.In 2008, we indexed about 13,500 digital objects, and we now index [click] 146,667 objects. [click] When I look at our Google Analytics numbers, in the 12 months from April of last year through March of this year, we had [click] 18,407 visits and 75,741 pages viewed.[click] Although we think of ourselves as being interesting mostly to Alabamians, only 56% of our visitors were from Alabama, the rest came from outside of the state. I can’t tell how much traffic is being directed to all the contributors’ collections, since I only have access to the numbers for Auburn’s Digital Library collections.[click] However, I can tell you that, from that same year, 6.6% of the visitors to Auburn digital collections were coming from AlabamaMosaic, which is up from 3.3% the previous year, and way up from 0.3% the year before that. So the new index is doing a good job at helping patrons find our collections.[click]



Types of Materials Found in 
AlabamaMosaic

• Photos
• Postcards
• Letters
• Diaries
• Oral histories
• Newspapers
• Yearbooks
• Scrapbooks

• Sheet Music
• Maps
• College records
• Census records
• Church records
• Government 

records
• Funeral programs
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[click] Sometimes people ask me what kinds of materials we have in AlabamaMosaic.[click] [click] Just about everything imaginable. If you can digitize it, one of our partners has probably put it online.[click]



AlabamaMosaic Home Page
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In case you haven’t visited the site recently, this is the home page for AlabamaMosaic. We have the search box up here where people can easily see it. The search box is present on all pages, so patrons can initiate a new search whenever they like.We have a rotating slide show of images from the collection here.[click]



Search Results for Alabama River
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This is what our search results page looks like. This is a search for the term “Alabama River”. [click] Over here on the left-side are facets. You can use these to narrow your results list by institution, by specific collection, by creator, or by subject terms. [click] Over here on the right, are the search results. You get the document’s name, the repository that owns it and a thumbnail.  [click]



Item Record for Alabama River
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When you click on one of the item names, you go to the index record for that item. This shows you a larger version of the thumbnail, the item description, subject terms, and a link back to the original item in its native collection. [click]



Alabama River Item in Native Collection
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Here is that same item we just saw the index entry for, in its original collection, in this case at the state archives.Instead of just the thumbnail, we get the full sized image, and we can print or download from here.And, if we were to scroll down, we’d see additional information about the image.[click]



Adding New Collections

• Collection owner creates the collection 
(with our help if necessary).

• Collection owner notifies us the collection 
is ready to index.

• We harvest collection metadata from the 
OAI-PMH feed and index the collection.

• We add collection information to the 
AlabamaMosaic Web site.
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[click] So, I’m hoping that some of you are thinking, How can I get in on this? What’s the process for adding new collections?[click] First, you create the collection. If you’re just getting started, you can contact us for help, which we are happy to provide. There’s a link on the site or you can contact Justin directly. [click] Once the collection is complete, sometimes even earlier, you let me know that you’re ready to have it included. [click] We use the OAI feed to pull the collection metadata and convert it to VuFind records.[click] Then we add a link to the collection to our Browse Collections listing.That’s how it works. I also review existing collections several times a year, as sometimes repositories add new content to their existing collections. When I see a collection has expanded, we re-harvest.[click]



Thank you.

www.alabamamosaic.org
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That’s the end of my part of this story.Here’s the URL if you want to check it out for yourselves.Thank you.


